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In order to guarantee a smooth flow of AMOS training at the customer’s site, please make sure that the following items/installations are available:

- **It is the customer's responsibility to have a valid maintenance key installed in all required training environments.**

- Please send us the list of participants (maximum 10 participants per training) approx. 1 week in advance so that the correct number of training handouts can be provided.

- Please remember that all course participants need to have attended to an “AMOS Basics” training prior to participating a training!

- Training database with the latest available AMOS release and patch level (please let us know if you need help)

- The minimum database requirements are **4.0GB Data Device and 1.0GB Log Device**

- Access to a copy of the productive database (at least for the instructor) if available

- State-of-the-art PCs (with a minimum resolution of 1280 x 1024) for each participant and one additional for the instructor.

- High resolution projector (1280 x 1024) linked to the instructor’s PC (please make sure that the image is visible on PC’s screen as well as projected to the wall)

- Screen or at least white wall with a proper projection screen

- PowerPoint installed on the teachers’ PCs (version not below Office XP)

- Possibility to access a memory stick (USB) from the instructor’s PC is a must

- List of all user logins and passwords (participants and instructor PC)

- Full access rights to all AMOS – Clients folders on the PC for updates

- High speed internet access with VPN connection enabled on the instructor PC

- Whiteboard and/or flipchart including markers

- On-site/stand by availability of your IT staff during training in case of problems